
OTAKU ITS EFFECT TO TEENAGERS ESSAY

Otaku: Its Effect to Teenagers Essay Sample. Otaku is the people who obsessed with Zanzibar copal. manga and
picture games. These sorts of people normally.

What is anime? He is a confessed otaku, but he is also a computer engineer. In , five managers of book shops
specializing in manga books were arrested by the police. A huge percentage of the total population of the
Earth is thirteen years old to nineteen years old. Most of the otaku teenagers are really love drawing and most
of them already published their works in Internet. We are bombarded with the popularity of anime where
many people especially teenagers around the world were involved. They reacted by involving themselves in
the medium, at first only to show their contempt for civil society but later getting totally enmeshed in it. This
includes dolls, costumes, films, and manga or comics. Takashi Murakami is credited with founding with
Superflat movement, which is a sub-culture of pop art. Teenagers today are so obsessed to anime because of
the wide range of genres that enables them to choose which one they would like to watch. It covers many
things such as references for educational purposes, music and videos for entertainment, and many more.
Someone whose primary friends are screen names in a chat room may have difficulty with face-to-face
interpersonal communication. Nowadays, many otaku are living among us although we did not even realize
about it. Most anime talk about their culture in Japan and the teenagers got affected. Japan is famous in
producing anime, manga and video games. First of all, drug taking causes elevation of dopamine level in
brain, which results in the feeling of pleasure. The media propagated the feeling that if nothing is done, the
dangerous, perverted tribe of the otaku is about to exercise control over the Japanese society. In Japan, the
word's used to refer to all animation. Being an otaku makes the teenagers want to learn Japanese culture.
Hiragana Times, n. Usually the famous websites or blogs gain more attention and the news will spread more
widely. Behavior III. Discovered by a NBC executives in Japan selling shows for syndication, Astro Boy as it
came to be known in the states, started a revolution in Japanese entertainment and giving America, and the
world, its first taste of Anime The penetration of manga consumption in Japan extends to anyone who born
after the war. It has been the most popular and victorious entertainment ever since, it is translated to different
languages to be spread all over the world Wikipedia,  When people start taking drugs, with time the way their
brain functions and looks is altered. People with obsessive interest in anime are called otaku. Nowadays the
teens are so busy doing some stuff for education, pastime and most of all leisure.


